Effects of Fat Grafting Containing Stem Cells in Microstomia and Microcheilia Derived from Systemic Sclerosis.
Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is an autoimmune disease with multisystem involvement, dominated by a general fibrosis. The early stage of the disease is associated with progressive damage to microcirculation, particularly in the respiratory tract, the gastrointestinal tract and skin. The face assumes a typical appearance characterized by microstomia (reduction of mouth opening) and microcheilia (thinning of the lips). These conditions cause a considerable reduction in performance status of patients. We treated them by fat grafting, rich in adipose stem cells, and we evaluated through time clinical, functional and aesthetic evaluation of oral pathology associated with SSc. From September 2014 to May 2016, we enrolled and treated seven patients in the plastic, reconstructive and aesthetic surgery clinic. Through time, we evaluated the following parameters: evaluation of mouth opening (maximum opening in superior-inferior and lateral directions) and lip thicknesses, both measured by doctors of the aforementioned operating unit; variation in the quality of life as perceived by patients according to the MHISS scale (Mouth Handicap Systemic Sclerosis); variation in severity of labial fibrosis assessed by microscopic analysis of pre- and post-fat transfer samples in the pathology clinic; safety of the protocol, according to the management of side effects resulting from the procedure; aesthetic evaluation, made by external observers and non-experts in the field, on pre- and post-operative photographs. We reported satisfying results, both functionally and aesthetically, for all parameters except one, for which the sample size might have proven critical. These data should be a starting point for further experimental research and clinical trials. This journal requires that authors assign a level of evidence to each article. For a full description of these Evidence-Based Medicine ratings, please refer to the Table of Contents or the online Instructions to Authors www.springer.com/00266 .